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SUMMARY
How different sensory stimuli are collected, processed, and further transformed into a coordinated motor
response is a fundamental question in neuroscience. In particular, the internal and external conditions that
drive animals to switch to backward walking and the mechanisms by which the nervous system supports
such behavior are still unknown. In fruit flies, moonwalker descending neurons (MDNs) are considered com-
mand-type neurons for backward locomotion as they receive visual and mechanosensory inputs and trans-
mit motor-related signals to downstream neurons to elicit backward locomotion. Whether other modalities
converge onto MDNs, which central brain neurons activate MDNs, and whether other retreat-driving path-
ways exist is currently unknown. Here, we show that olfactory stimulation can elicit MDN-mediated backward
locomotion. Moreover, we identify the moonwalker subesophageal zone neurons (MooSEZs), a pair of bilat-
eral neurons, which can trigger straight and rotational backward locomotion. MooSEZs act via postsynaptic
MDNs and via other descending neurons. Although they respond to olfactory input, they are not required for
odor-induced backward walking. Thus, this work reveals an important modality input to MDNs, a novel set of
neurons presynaptic toMDNs driving backward locomotion and anMDN-independent backward locomotion
pathway.
INTRODUCTION

Walking is a fundamental behavioral feature of many terrestrial

organisms, allowing them to respond adaptably to their environ-

ment. In order to support motor-based behaviors, and specif-

ically rhythmic activities such as walking, the nervous system

needs to perform a sequential multi-step process: collect rele-

vant sensory information, integrate incoming information with in-

ternal state, and efficiently execute the selected motor program.

Although the nervous system of invertebrates is compact in

comparison with that of vertebrates, their walking repertoire is

highly diverse and complex.1 Thus, insect nervous systems

can serve as experimental models to study the neuronal mecha-

nisms underlying coordinated motor activity. In particular, the

fruit fly seems to be an ideal choice, as individual cells within

its brain can be precisely targeted and easily manipulated using

genetic techniques.2

Several decades of research have led to substantial knowl-

edge about basic motor pattern generation in insects, such as

reflex-activated leg movements,3,4 jumping,5 wing movement

in flying,6,7 and leg stepping in walking.8,9 In addition, more

involved behaviors were examined, such as coordination of

antennae and leg movement during obstacle negotiation,10,11
Current Biology 32, 1131–1149, Ma
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gap crossing,12 grooming,13 chemotaxis orientation,14 and

courtship behavior.15,16 Although land animals have the ability

to walk backward upon sensing an obstacle or danger in their

path, the neural mechanisms underlying the initiation and execu-

tion of backward walking are still poorly understood.1

By exploiting the powerful genetic toolkit available for fruit

flies,17 a specific cluster of neurons,moonwalker descending neu-

rons (MDNs), which triggers backward walking, was identified.18

In support of MDNs role in driving backward locomotion, it was

demonstrated thatMDN activity correlateswith episodes of back-

wardwalking.19 In addition, it was shown that a population of neu-

rons in the fly’s visual system induce backward walking via MDNs

through indirect synaptic connections20 and that ascending me-

chanosensory neurons in the ventral nerve cord (VNC) activate

MDNs to mediate touch-evoked backward walking.21 However,

other sensory pathways such as gustation, thermoreception,

and in particular, olfaction, a major sensory input onwhich insects

rely heavily,22 have not been associated with MDN-mediated

backward walking. Furthermore, while significant progress has

been recently made in characterizing the downstream targets of

MDNs in the VNC of adult flies,23,24 little is known about the up-

stream neural circuits in the central brain which directly control

and modulate MDN activity and thus backward walking.
rch 14, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 1131
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Figure 1. Odor-induced backward walking is mediated by MDNs

(A) The probability of observing backward locomotion in response to a 2-s odor pulse in an open arena. Backward walking distance is defined as the integrated

area under the negative values of the translational velocity versus time curve during the odor pulse. Translational velocity is defined as the projection of the fly’s

velocity vector on its orientation direction. For ACV and GA the probability of a fly to perform odor-evoked backward retreat is lower compared with the aversive

odor 2-butanone (61 % n % 103).

(B) Examples of two fly trajectories during application of 2-butanone for 2 s in the open arena. Blue and brown lines designate backward and forward locomotion

respectively. The (0, 0) coordinate represents fly’s trajectory onset at t = 0. Flies responded in a transient backward locomotion.

(C) Translational velocity ± SEM (shading) following application of 2-butanone (dark purple), ACV (orange) and GA (red) in the open arena. The 2-s odor pulse is

labeled in light gray (61 % n % 103).

(D) Left, schematic of the linear chamber behavior apparatus. Top and perspective views are presented. Right, a picture of the linear chamber behavior apparatus.

Black arrowheads indicate odor inlet, black arrows indicate narrow airstream path to the linear grooves, and blue arrows indicate a single linear groove.

(legend continued on next page)
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In the case of flies, odors are sensed by first-order olfactory

sensory neurons (OSNs) expressing either odorant receptors

(ORs) or ionotropic receptors (IRs).25–29 There are 51 types of

OSNs defined by the type of OR or IR they express.30 OSNs proj-

ect to the antennal lobe (AL),where theaxonsof each typeofOSN

target a single glomerulus.31–33 Second-order projection neurons

(PNs) send their dendrites to a single glomerulus and project to

two higher brain regions: the mushroom body (MB), where asso-

ciative olfactory memories occur and the lateral horn (LH).34

In this study, we show that olfactory input can trigger back-

ward locomotion mediated by MDNs. In addition, we identify a

pair of bilateral neurons originating in the subesophageal zone

(SEZ), which trigger straight backward walking upon short sym-

metric activation and backward turning following asymmetric

activation. We name these neurons Moonwalker SEZ neurons

(MooSEZs). MooSEZs are monosynaptically connected to

MDNs and can trigger backward walking in an MDN-dependent

and -independent manner. While both MDNs and MooSEZs

respond to odors, odor-driven backward walking is only elimi-

nated by blockade of MDN activity. Thus, this work reveals an

important modality input to MDNs, a novel set of MDN-presyn-

aptic neurons driving backward locomotion and an MDN-inde-

pendent pathway.

RESULTS

Olfactory input triggers MDN-dependent backward
walking
Recently, it was demonstrated that visual input to MDNs gener-

ates backward walking.20 It was suggested that this backward

locomotion is part of a repertoire of escape responses to a visual

threat. Similar to visual inputs, olfactory cues can also signal

threat.35–37 For instance, the odorant geosmin serves flies as

an alarm signal for the presence of toxic microbes in their envi-

ronment.38 We first examined whether 2-butanone, a strongly

aversive odor,39 can trigger backward walking. To this end we

placed flies in an open-field arena and examined their responses

when exposed to 2-butanone. While exposure to 2-butanone eli-

cited turning and forward walking in most flies, in �40% of the

flies turningwas combinedwith a pronounced backwardwalking

component (Figures 1A–1C). To verify that the observed back-

ward walking response is indeed an odor-specific effect, we
(E) Examples of flies’ trajectory in the linear chambers. Blue denotes backward wa

ACV is labeled in orange. Note that evenly paced backward walking is robustly ind

observed in the 2-butanone trace of Fly 3 (labeled with a black arrowhead) wher

(F) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading) following application of 2-butanone

pulse is labeled in light gray. A clear backwardmotion is observed following 2-buta

2-s odor pulse obtained from traces on the left. A significant difference is observ

elicited by ACV or GA (25 % n % 30, **** p < 0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis test followed

(G) Left, averaged traces ± SEM (shading) of Ca2+ responses following an odor p

driver line VT50660-GAL4 was used to drive GCaMP6f. Right, area under the curv

significant Ca2+ response in the MDNs is elicited by 2-butanone but not by ACV

(H and I) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading) following application of 2-but

green), or under the control of the narrow split GAL4 driver line MDN3-GAL4 (I, da

inactive TNT is labeled in light green. In both cases the expression of TNT dramatic

2-s odor pulse obtained from traces on the left. A significant difference is observed

is expressed and when the inactive TNT is expressed in MDNs (MDN3-GAL4: 35%

test; see Table S1).

See also Figure S1, Video S1, and Table S1.
used the more appetitive apple cider vinegar (ACV) and geranyl

acetate (GA).39 Following exposure to ACV andGA, we observed

negligible retreat responses across tested flies (Figures 1A–1C).

Yet, backward walking responses evoked by 2-butanone in the

open-field arena were rather transient, consisting of only a num-

ber of retreat steps coupled to odor presentation. We therefore

sought to enhance the backward walking phenotype and

repeated the experiment in a linear chamber assay system that

was previously shown to effectively restrict flies’ lateral and rota-

tional movements (Figure 1D).18 Using this apparatus, all three

tested odors induced backward walking responses among flies.

However, strong and robust backward walking was observed

only for 2-butanone (Figures 1E and 1F; Video S1). To fully char-

acterize odor-evoked motor responses in the linear chambers,

we exposed flies to an additional set of nine odorants, with

different levels of odor valence, as previously reported.39 Inter-

estingly, it seems that in this setting, all examined odors elicit

backward locomotion to some extent (Figures S1A and S1B).

However, it appears that the magnitude of the motor effect de-

pends on odor valence since the extent to which flies walked

backward in the linear chambers was tightly correlated with

odor valence (Figure S1C). Thus, it seems that the linear cham-

ber assay drives a hard-wired innate response of odor-driven

backward walking which is modulated by odor valence.

As MDNs were demonstrated to be causally linked to back-

ward walking,18 we examined whether an odor pulse can trigger

neuronal responses in MDNs. We expressed GCaMP6f40 in

MDNs using the broad MDN driver line VT50660-GAL418 and

performed two-photon in vivo Ca2+ imaging, focusing on the

dendritic arbors of the MDNs. As expected from the results

above, MDNs showed strong responses to application of

2-butanone and relatively weak or no responses to application

of ACV and GA (Figure 1G). To examine whether MDNs are

necessary for olfactory-driven backward locomotion, we ex-

pressed in MDNs the tetanus toxin light chain (TNT), which is

an inhibitor of synaptic transmission,41 using either the broad

MDN driver, VT050660-GAL4, or the more specific split-GAL4,

MDN3-GAL4.18 Expression of TNT in MDNs abolished odor-

driven backward locomotion. Expression of the inactive tetanus

toxin (TNT-inactive) had no effect on the odor-elicited backward

walking (Figures 1H and 1I). Taken together, we found a back-

ward walking response elicited by odors that requires MDNs.
lking, brown forwardmotion, and black stalling. 2-butanone is labeled in purple,

uced by 2-butanone but not ACV, irrespective of airflow direction. This can be

e backward locomotion toward the odor source is observed.

(dark purple), ACV (orange) and GA (red) in the linear chambers. The 2-s odor

none but not following ACV or GA. Right, mean translational velocity during the

ed between the backward walking velocity generated by 2-butanone and that

by Dunn’s post-hoc test; see Table S1).

ulse as designated. The 5-s odor pulse is labeled in light gray. The broad MDN

e of DF/F during the 5-s odor pulse for the traces presented in the left panel. A

or GA (9 % n % 11 flies, ** p < 0.01, one-sample t test; see Table S1).

anone for flies expressing TNT under the control of VT50660-GAL4 (MDNs) (H,

rk green) in the linear chambers. The 2-s odor pulse is labeled in light gray. The

ally decreases backward walking. Right, mean translational velocity during the

between the backward walking velocities generated by 2-butanone when TNT

n% 37, VT50660-GAL4 (MDNs): 32% n% 40, ****p < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney
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Figure 2. Short activation of GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 induces similar backward walking as MDNs

(A) Translational velocity matrix of different GAL4 driver lines (as designated) expressing ChR2-XXM (blue dots) or CsChrimson (red dots) in an open arena. A light

pulse (horizontal blue line) was given between 1 and 3 s. In some cases, light activation of ChR2-XXM resulted in a seizure-like behavior which did not allow as-

sessing walking velocity. Such cases are labeled in black.

(B) Mean translational velocity during the 2 s light pulse obtained from traces used to compose thematrix in (A). A significant backward locomotion is observed for

GH146II-, NP225- and NP5288-GAL4 (4 % n % 50, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon signed rank test (one-sided) with Bonferroni correction; see Table S1).

(legend continued on next page)
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Optogenetic activation of GH146II-, NP225-, and
NP5288-GAL4 triggers backward walking
The results above suggest that an olfactory input can trigger

backward walking via MDNs. In an attempt to identify the under-

lying neurons responsible for this effect, we screened 43 driver

lines covering different populations of olfactory neurons by acute

optogenetic activation with ChR2-XXM.42 Since optogenetic

stimulations can induce complex motor responses20,21 that

can be masked in one-dimensional linear chambers, this set of

experiments was performed in the open arena assay in which

flies can walk freely. We first verified that we can optogenetically

trigger and identify backward walking by activating MDNs with a

blue light pulse. Activation of MDNs using both the broad and

narrow MDN driver lines indeed elicited sustained backward

walking, as previously observed18 (Figure S2A). Out of the 43

drivers examined, we observed robust and prolonged backward

walking in three broad driver lines which cover most of the PNs:

GH146II-GAL4 (GH146-GAL4 on the second chromosome),

NP5288-GAL4, and NP225-GAL4 (Figures 2A and 2B; Video

S2). Importantly, MDNs are not labeled by these lines

(Figures S2B and S3). Surprisingly, optogenetic activation of

GH146-GAL4 on the X chromosome (GH146X-GAL4)43 did not

elicit backward locomotion (Figures 2A and 2B), suggesting

that GH146II-GAL4-induced backward locomotion is not medi-

ated by PNs covered by both GH146 driver lines. In some driver

lines, optogenetic activation resulted in a seizure-like behavior

and thus these driver lines could not be further examined (Fig-

ure 2A). To verify that the observed backwardwalking phenotype

persists independent of optogenetic actuator and light wave-

length, we also tested red light activated CsChrimson44 using

the driver lines GH146II-GAL4 and NP5288-GAL4. Indeed, acti-

vation of CsChrimson elicited robust backward walking, similarly

to blue light activation of ChR2-XXM (Figures 2A, 2B, and 2D).

We also characterized the sensitivity of the elicited backward

walking to the light stimulus intensity. Whereas activation using

blue light (470 nm) was intensity sensitive and ranged from elic-

iting forward motion at low intensities to eliciting backward

walking at high intensities, red light (617 nm) excitation evoked

strong and efficient activation of backward walking at all tested

intensities (Figure S2C). It was demonstrated that red light pene-

trance through adult fly cuticle is significantly higher than that of

blue light.45 Thus, flies’ lack of backward walking at low blue light

intensities presumably results from weak optogenetic activation

that failed to induce noticeable motor responses.
(C) Examples of single fly walking trajectories in the open arena for MDNs, GH146

and after optogenetic stimulation. 2-s blue light pulse is designated by yellow, blu

represents flies’ trajectory onset at t = 0. A short 2-s optogenetic activation of flies

response of persistent backward retreat, which is similar to the motor pattern obs

the narrow split GAL4 driver line MDN3-GAL4. In contrast, light stimulation of th

(D) Translational velocity ± SEM (shading) for GH146II-, NP225-, or NP5288-GAL4

arena. Sustained backward walking is observed throughout the 2-s light pulse (l

(E–H) Analysis of the following parameters during the 2-s light pulse delivered in

covered by the flies, (G) fraction of time spent in backward motion, and (H) per

MDN driver lines (green), GH146II-, NP225-, or NP5288-GAL4 driver lines (blue),

GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 driver lines resemble MDN driver lines for

comparisons to respective parental controls and w1118 except for mean trans

GAL4 p < 0.01, fraction of time spent in backward motion, MDN3-GAL4 p < 0.01.

walking flies: p < 0.001 for all comparisons to respective parental controls and w

See also Figure S2, Video S2, and Table S1.
Activation of MDNs elicits robust and sustained backward

walking with a weak angular change (Figures 2C and S2A). In

contrast, activation of the visual and mechanosensory path-

ways that activateMDNs elicits pronounced but transient back-

ward walking with a strong turning component.20,21 We repli-

cated these response dynamics by optogenetically activating

LC16-1-GAL4, which drives expression in the lobula columnar

16 (LC16) cells, a distinct class of visual projection neurons

(VPNs),46 and TLA-GAL4, which drives expression in

TwoLumps ascending (TLA) neurons21 (Figures S2D and

S2E). Interestingly, the backward locomotion following a short

2-s optogenetic activation of GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-

GAL4 was distinctively similar to the persistent, straight motor

response evoked by a short optogenetic activation of MDNs

(Figures 2A, 2C, and 2D), as opposed to the transient and

curved responses generated for LC16 VPNs and TLA short op-

togenetic activation (Figures S2D and S2E). We also compared

a number of parameters describing the efficiency of a short light

stimulation on backward walking and found no significant dif-

ferences between MDN activation using MDN3 and VT50660

and the three GAL4 driver lines, GH146II, NP225, and NP5288

(Figures 2E–2H).

Backward locomotion induced by GH146II has MDN-
dependent and -independent components
We have found that odors can elicit MDN-dependent backward

locomotion and that neurons labeled by the broad PN driver line

GH146II-GAL4 (as well as NP225- and NP5228-GAL4) can drive

backward locomotion upon optogenetic stimulation. However,

optogenetic activation using the GH146X-GAL4 driver line, which

targets the PNs labeled by GH146II-GAL4, did not induce back-

ward locomotion. This suggests that GH146II-GAL4 induced

backward locomotion is not mediated by olfactory-related neu-

rons and thus raises the question whether the observed back-

ward locomotion is MDN-dependent. To examine the involve-

ment of MDNs in GH146II-GAL4 evoked backward locomotion,

we asked whether GH146II-GAL4 neurons could trigger neuronal

responses in MDNs. We optogenetically activated ex vivo the

GH146II-GAL4 neurons with CsChrimson and examined calcium

transients in the dendritic arbors of MDNs using the genetically

encoded Ca2+ indicator GCaMP6m40 (Figure S1D). Overall, we

observed Ca2+ responses inMDNs following optogenetic activa-

tion of GH146II-GAL4 neurons (Figure 3A). However, while cal-

cium transients were easily detected in MDN dendritic arbors
II-, NP225-GAL4 driving UAS-ChR2-XXM and parental controls before, during,

e denotes backward walking and brown forward motion. The (0, 0) coordinate

expressing ChR2-XXM using GH146II- or NP225-GAL4 driver lines elicits motor

erved for flies expressing ChR2-XXM in MDNs using VT50660-GAL4 (MDNs) or

e respective parental control flies fails to elicit backward walking.

driving either UAS-ChR2-XXM or UAS-CsChrimson as designated in the open

abeled by light blue).

the open arena: (E) mean translational velocity, (F) mean backward distance

centage of flies that covered a minimal 3-mm backward walking distance for

parental controls (brown), and w1118 flies (gray). For all computed parameters,

the short light stimulation that was delivered (14 % n % 50, p < 0.0001 for all

lational velocity, MDN3-GAL4 p < 0.05, mean backward distance, GH146II-

Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s post-hoc test. Percentage of backward
1118, chi-squared test with Bonferroni correction; see Table S1).
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Figure 3. GH146II-GAL4 neurons mediating

backward locomotion are bothMDN depen-

dent and independent

(A) Left, averaged traces ± SEM (shading) of Ca2+

responses measured in MDNs following optoge-

netic activation of GH146II-GAL4 neurons. For

the experimental group, labeled in black, the

MDN-LexA driver line was used to drive LexAop-

GCaMP6m and GH146II-GAL4 to drive UAS-

CsChrimson. As a control, labeled in gray, the

same genotype was used except that the

GH146II-GAL4 was omitted. The 5-s light pulse is

labeled in light red. Right, area under the curve

ofDF/F during the 5-s light pulse for the traces pre-

sented in the left panel. Optogenetic activation of

the GH146II-GAL4 neurons leads to a significant

Ca2+ response in MDNs (7 % n % 9, *p < 0.05,

two-sample t test; see Table S1).

(B) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading)

following optogenetic activation of MDNs in the

presence (dark green) or absence (light green) of

TNT in the open arena. The VT50660-GAL4

(MDNs) driver was used to drive UAS-CsChrim-

son, and the MDN-LexA (VT44845-LexA) driver

was used to drive LexAop-TNT (when required).

The 2-s light pulse is labeled in light red. Right,

mean translational velocity during the 2-s light

pulse obtained from traces on the left. TNT in

MDNs completely blocks backward walking and

a significant difference is observed between the

mean translational velocities when TNT is ex-

pressed and when TNT is not expressed in the

MDNs (11 % n % 12, **** p < 0.0001, Mann-Whit-

ney test; see Table S1).

(C) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading)

following optogenetic activation of GH146II-GAL4

neurons in the presence (dark blue) or absence

(light blue) of TNT in MDNs in the open arena.

The GH146II-GAL4 driver was used to drive UAS-

CsChrimson and the MDN-LexA (VT44845-LexA)

driver was used to drive LexAop-TNT (when

required). The 2-s light pulse is labeled in light

red. Right, mean translational velocity during the 2-s light pulse obtained from traces on the left. Backward locomotion is not abolished in flies expressing

TNT in the MDNs upon light stimulation of GH16II-GAL4 neurons (58 % n % 64, *** p < 0.001, Mann-Whitney test; see Table S1).

(D) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading) following optogenetic activation ofMDNs andMANswhile blockingMDNs activity with UAS-TNT usingMDN3 (dark

green) or VT50660-GAL4 (MDNs) (light green) driver lines in the open arena. The split MDN+MAN-LexA (VT49484-ZpLexADBD; VT50660-p65ADZp) driver was

used to drive LexAop-CsChrimson. The 2-s light pulse is labeled in light red. Right, mean translational velocity during the 2-s light pulse obtained from traces on

the left. TNT inMDNs suppresses backwardwalking and a significant difference is observed between themean translational velocities when TNT is not expressed

(E, light blue) and when TNT is expressed (22 % n % 34, **** p < 0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s post-hoc test; see Table S1).

(E) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading) following optogenetic activation of MDNs and MANs in the presence (dark blue) or absence (light blue) of TNT in

GH146II-GAL4 neurons in the open arena. The split MDN+MAN-LexA (VT49484-ZpLexADBD; VT50660-p65ADZp) driver was used to drive LexAop-CsChrimson.

The 2-s light pulse is labeled in light red. Right, mean translational velocity during the 2-s light pulse obtained from traces on the left. Backward locomotion is not

reduced in flies expressing TNT in GH146II-GAL4 neurons upon light stimulation of MDNs and MANs (22% n% 34, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s post-

hoc test; see Table S1).

See also Video S3 and Table S1.
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of some of the flies, only weak responses were observed in

others upon GH146II-GAL4 optogenetic stimulation. Stochastic

variation in CsChrimson expression levels in GH146II-GAL4-tar-

geted neurons across flies may underlie MDN response vari-

ability following GH146II-GAL4 optogenetic activation.

We then examined whether the established MDN neural

pathway is necessary for GH146II-GAL4-evoked backward loco-

motion. To do this, we inactivated MDNs by expressing TNT us-

ing MDN-LexA and lexAoP-TNT18 while artificially activating

GH146II-GAL4. As a positive control, the efficiency of the
1136 Current Biology 32, 1131–1149, March 14, 2022
LexAop-TNT was confirmed by direct optogenetic activation of

MDNs. As expected, TNT efficiently silenced MDNs and elimi-

nated backward walking (Figure 3B; Video S3). However,

silencing MDNs while activating GH146II-GAL4 neurons did not

abolish backward locomotion. Rather, excitation of GH146II-

GAL4 neurons in flies with blocked MDNs elicited backward

retreat, although to a weaker extent (Figure 3C; Video S3).

Thus, these results suggest that GH146II-GAL4-labeled neurons

are upstream of MDNs but also control motor circuits that

mediate backward walking independent of MDNs. These
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Figure 4. SEZ neurons underlie GH146II-GAL4 optogenetically induced backward locomotion

(A) Schematic drawing of the expression pattern for the flies used in (B).

(B) Decapitated flies in the open arena show backward locomotion in the case of MDN driver lines as designated. ChR2-XXM was used to activate the neurons.

Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading). The 10-s light pulse is labeled in light blue. Right, mean translational velocity during the 10-s light pulse obtained from

flies such as presented on the left for MDN driver lines driving UAS-ChR2-XXM, parental controls, and w1118 flies (12% n% 28, **** p < 0.0001 for all comparisons

to respective parental controls and w1118, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s post-hoc test; see Table S1).

(C) Schematic drawing of the expression pattern for the flies used in (D).

(D) Decapitated flies in the open arena show no backward locomotion in the case of GH146II-, NP225- and NP5288-GAL4 driver lines. UAS-ChR2-XXMwas used

to activate the neurons. Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading). The 10-s light pulse is labeled in light blue. Right, mean translational velocity during the 10-s

light pulse obtained from flies such as presented on the left for GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 driver lines driving UAS-ChR2-XXM and parental controls

(9 % n % 29, *p < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s post-hoc test; see Table S1).

(E) Left, schematic drawing of the expression pattern for the flies used in (F). Right, expression pattern of GH146II-GAL4 driving UAS-CsChrimson.mVenus in the

presence of tsh-GAL80. Maximum intensity projection of 106 confocal sections (1 mm) through the central brain and ventral nerve cord is presented.

(legend continued on next page)
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neurons are either downstream of MDNs or participate in a par-

allel pathway to MDNs to support backward walking.

To examine whether the neuronal pathways underlying

GH146II-GAL4-elicited backward walking are downstream of

MDNs and moonwalker ascending neurons (MANs), which

were previously shown to facilitate sustained backward locomo-

tion,18 we optogenetically co-activated MDNs and MANs and

silenced the neurons labeled by GH146II-GAL4 using TNT. As

positive controls, we expressed TNT only in MDNs or in both

MDNs and MANs. While backward walking was strongly

reduced in positive control flies (Figure 3D), it was not impaired

in flies expressing TNT in GH146II-GAL4 neurons (Figure 3E).

Taken together, our results demonstrate that GH146II-GAL4

neurons are neither reciprocally connected to MDNs, nor down-

stream of MANs. Rather, they provide feedforward inputs to

MDNs and participate in an additional backward locomotion

pathway in parallel to MDNs.

Anatomical analysis of GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-
GAL4 lines
To identify candidate neurons covered byGH146II-, NP225-, and

NP5288-GAL4 driver lines (other than the olfactory pathway), we

conducted a comprehensive anatomical analysis of these lines.

All lines exhibit very similar expression patterns in both brain and

VNC; notable exceptions are the anterior paired lateral (APL)

neuron in the MB that is consistently labeled by GH146II-GAL4

(Figure S3), as summarized previously,47 and additional somata

in the central brain and VNC labeled by NP5288-GAL4. The addi-

tional expression shared between all three lines includes three

paired lateral somata and one pair of medioventral somata in

the SEZ, as well as several paired neurons across VNC seg-

ments, including a paired neuron in the posterior VNC that as-

cends into the contralateral protocerebrum (Figure S3).

GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 VNC neurons do
not contribute to backward walking
The anatomical analysis revealed labeling in the VNC. Thus, it

is possible that VNC neuron activity underlies the observed

backward locomotion. We addressed this option using two ap-

proaches. In order to isolate VNC neurons from central brain

neurons, flies were decapitated. Such chirurgical manipulation

removes any central brain neurons but maintains ascending
(F) Blocking expression in the VNC does not abolish backward locomotion in the

CsChrimson was used to activate the neurons. Left, translational velocity ± SEM

velocity during the 2-s light pulse obtained from flies such as presented on the l

or UAS-CsChrimson along with tsh-GAL80 which blocks expression in the VNC,

isons to respective parental controls, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s pos

(G) Left, schematic drawing of the expression pattern for the flies used to compo

UAS-FRT-STOP-FRT-CsChrimson.mVenus in the presence of Otd-nls:FLPo. Ma

brain and ventral nerve cord is presented.

(H) Left, schematic drawing of the expression pattern for the flies used to compo

UAS-CsChrimson.mVenus in the presence of Otd-nls:FLPo and tub-FRT-STOP

through the central brain and ventral nerve cord is presented.

(I) Blocking expression in GH146II-GAL4 SEZ neurons affects backward locomotio

lational velocity ± SEM (shading). The 2-s light pulse is labeled in light red. Right, m

sented on the left for GH146II-GAL4 driving UAS-FRT-STOP-FRT-CsChrimson.m

UAS-CsChrimson in the presence of both Otd-nls:FLPo and tub-FRT-STOP-F

GAL4 SEZ neurons led to significant backward locomotion (21 % n % 28, **** p <

See also Figure S3, Videos S4 and S5, and Table S1.
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and descending tracts, such as axons of MDNs. Decapitated

flies were shown to maintain coordinated walking following

application of octopamine to the cervical connective.48 We

first verified that decapitated flies have the ability to perform

backward walking. Indeed, optogenetically activating MDNs

using ChR2-XXM still resulted in robust backward walking

(Figures 4A and 4B; Video S4). We then optogenetically acti-

vated neurons covered by GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-

GAL4 in decapitated flies and found that backward walking

was eliminated (Figures 4C and 4D; Video S4). However, we

did observe behavioral responses to the optogenetic activa-

tion of GH146II-, NP225-, NP5288-GAL4 VNC neurons. Flies

changed their posture by shifting their body weights to

meso- and metathoracic legs, lifting their forelegs and moving

them in an oscillatory fashion (Video S4). Investigation of this

behavior was out of the scope of the current study and there-

fore we did not further analyze it. Thus, optogenetic activation

of GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 VNC neurons affects

the flies’ behavior but does not generate any backward

walking. As expected, no behavioral response whatsoever

was observed in decapitated w1118 flies or any of the parental

controls (Figures 4B and 4D). The above results suggest that

optogenetic activation of GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-

GAL4 neurons triggers two behavioral responses: the first is

the backward walking that probably depends on labeled neu-

rons in the central brain, and the second is the shift in body

posture and foreleg movement, which involves labeled neu-

rons in the VNC. We therefore revisited the experiments used

for Figure 2A and indeed observed a combination of the two

behavioral responses (Video S2). We then used tsh-GAL80 to

block expression of CsChrimson in VNC neurons15,49 driven

by GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4, which abolished

expression in most VNC neurons (Figure 4E). As expected

from the above conclusion, such manipulation eliminated the

shift in body posture and movement of the foreleg in decapi-

tated flies (Video S5) indicating the efficiency of tsh-GAL80 in

blocking the expression of CsChrimson. In intact flies, back-

ward walking was maintained for CsChrimson activation with

GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 when tsh-GAL80 was

expressed (Figure 4F; Video S5). Taken together, the com-

bined results of the above experiments suggest that GH146II,

NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 neurons in the central brain
case of GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 driver lines in the open arena.

(shading). The 2-s light pulse is labeled in light red. Right, mean translational

eft for GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 driving either UAS-CsChrimson,

and tsh-GAL80 control. (12 % n % 33, *p < 0.05, ****p < 0.0001 for all compar-

t-hoc test; see Table S1).

se the light blue trace in (I). Right, expression pattern of GH146II-GAL4 driving

ximum intensity projection of 117 confocal sections (1 mm) through the central

se the dark blue trace in (I). Right, expression pattern of GH146II-GAL4 driving

-FRT-GAL80. Maximum intensity projection of 145 confocal sections (1 mm)

n in the open arena. CsChrimson was used to activate the neurons. Left, trans-

ean translational velocity during the 2-s light pulse obtained from flies as pre-

Venus in the presence of Otd-nls:FLPo (G, light blue), GH146II-GAL4 driving

RT-GAL80 (H, dark blue), and Otd-nls:FLPo control. Activation of GH146II-

0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s post-hoc test; see Table S1).
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Figure 5. A pair of bilateral SEZ neurons, MooSEZs, underlies GH146II-GAL4 optogenetically induced backward locomotion

(A) GH146II-GAL4 expression pattern is composed of nine different neuronal clusters (a–i) in the central brain (as designated, arrowheads indicate somata).

Maximum intensity projections of 24–111 confocal sections (1 mm) through the central brain are presented. The SPARC method was used to generate mosaic

flies expressing CsChrimson::tdTomato in stochastically distributed subsets of neurons within the GH146II-GAL4 driver line. SPARC generated flies were indi-

vidually exposed to a 2-s red light pulse in the open arena. For each of the identified neuronal cluster, the mean backward translations of individual flies during the

light pulse averaged over three trials as a function of expression are presented. The gray shading indicates expression in the cluster of interest. Only for the

MooSEZ cluster (lateral posterior SEZ 2) a clear lack of backward walking is observed when there is no expression and a clear backward locomotion when there

is expression. Multiple linear regression analysis in which each cell cluster is set as a predictor of the mean backward translation indicates that MooSEZs exclu-

sively correlate with backward locomotion (Table S2).

(legend continued on next page)
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contribute to the backward walking we observed. These neu-

rons function upstream and in parallel to MDNs.

GH146II-GAL4 SEZ neurons induce backward walking
The anatomical analysis of the GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-

GAL4 driver lines (Figure S3) revealed two brain regions with

shared expression pattern, the AL and the SEZ. In order to isolate

the brain region responsible for the robust backward walking, we

took advantage of the Otd-nls:FLPo transgene that expresses

flippase (FLP) specifically in the brain50 with the exception of

the gnathal ganglia in the SEZ.51 Due to the strong similarity be-

tween GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 expression pat-

terns (Figure S3), for this set of experiments, we only used the

GH146II-GAL4 driver line. Otd-nls:FLPo was used along with

GH146II-GAL4 and UAS-FRT-STOP-FRT-CsChrimson to drive

activity mostly in PNs (Figure 4G). Flies expressing CsChrimson

in this restricted manner showed no persistent backward

walking, although they did transiently walk backward at the

onset of the light pulse (Figure 4I). This response can arise

from either weak expression of CsChrimson in the SEZ due to re-

sidual stochastic expression of the Otd-nls:FLPo transgene, or

from the activity of neurons labeled by the GH146II-GAL4 driver

line in brain regions other than the SEZ. Studying this transient

backward component was out of the scope of the current study,

and therefore, we did not further analyze it. In a complementary

experiment, we used Otd-nls:FLPo, GH146II-GAL4, UAS-

CsChrimson and tub-FRT-STOP-FRT-GAL80 in order to drive

expression selectively in the SEZ and the VNC, by expressing

the GAL4 suppressor GAL8052 in the entire central brain except

for the gnathal ganglia (Figure 4H). Expression of CsChrimson in

this subset resulted in robust and sustained backward walking

(Figure 4I). Recalling that the VNC neurons are not required for

backward walking (Figures 4C–4F), the combined results point

to the SEZ as the brain region underlying the sustained backward

walking observed in GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 flies.

A single SEZ neuron in each brain hemisphere drives
backward locomotion
To determine which of the SEZ neurons triggers backward

walking,weused the recently developed sparsepredictive activity

through recombinase competition (SPARC) method.53 By ex-

pressing nSyb-PhiC31 recombinase pan-neuronally together

with each of the three available SPARC2-CsChrimson::tdTomato
(B) Schematic drawing of the cell clusters identified in (A) using the SPARC gene

(C) Top, three-dimensional light microscope reconstruction of a single MooSEZ. F

with a black arrowhead. MB, mushroom body; CX, central complex; AL, antennal

targeted MooSEZ expressing CsChrimson::tdTomato labeled by GH146II-GAL4

ulated by the LM reconstructed MooSEZ presented on top. The MooSEZ soma is

sections (1 mm) through the central brain is presented. For visualization purpose

(D) Three-dimensional EM reconstruction of MooSEZ in both hemispheres identifi

higher degree of arborization typical of dendritic regions (dashed box), whereas pr

ings, typical of presynaptic areas (stippled box).

(E) MooSEZ three-dimensional EM reconstructions in FlyWire (black), and in FlyE

sembles the fully reconstructed FlyWire MooSEZ within the hemibrain volume. Bo

FlyWire MooSEZ soma is labeled with a black arrowhead. Frontal (left) and latera

(F) Three-dimensional EM reconstructions ofMooSEZ neurites (fragment #581304

light green) identified in the FlyEM hemibrain using NeuPrint+. MooSEZ is synapti

wedge (WE) brain regions in the right brain hemisphere is presented.

See also Video S6 and Table S2.
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variants (s, sparse; i, intermediate; d, dense) and GH146II-GAL4,

we generated flies that expressed CsChrimson::tdTomato in

different fractions of GH146II-GAL4 labeled neurons in a stochas-

tically distributed manner. Individual flies were then subjected to

behaviorexperiments followedbydissectionandstaining todeter-

mine which neurons were labeled. We defined nine expression

clusters, which also included bilateral SEZ neurons (Figures 5A

and 5B; Table S2).Weperformed amultiple linear regression anal-

ysis (n = 85) in which the flies’ average backwardwalking distance

was regressed against the nine defined independent variables.21

Only a single cluster, containing a single lateral SEZ neuron in

each brain hemisphere, correlated significantly with the observed

backward locomotion (Figures 5A and 5B; Table S2). We name

these two neurons MooSEZs, for Moonwalker SEZ neurons.

MooSEZs are presynaptic partners of MDNs
Having unequivocally identified MooSEZs as underlying

GH146II-GAL4-mediated backward walking, we used light mi-

croscopy (LM) images of SPARC generated flies in which a sin-

gle MooSEZ was stochastically and sparsely targeted to recon-

struct its structure (Figure 5C; Video S6). Since LM imaging

suggested spatial proximity between MooSEZ neurites and

MDN dendritic arbors and thus possible direct connectivity,

we sought to characterize MooSEZ and its synaptic contacts

in a higher structural resolution provided by electron micro-

scopy (EM). To do so, we used NeuronBridge54–56 to match a

SPARC LM image of MooSEZ to specific neuronal fragment in

the FlyEM hemibrain dataset, an EM connectome of the dor-

sal-right part of an adult female Drosophila brain.57 We identi-

fied fragment #5813046185 as an excellent match to MooSEZ

neurites located within the FlyEM hemibrain volume. Further-

more, using FlyWire,58 we identified the complete anatomical

structure of MooSEZ with its characteristic morphology in

both hemispheres of the female adult fly brain (FAFB)59 (Fig-

ure 5D). MooSEZ morphology implies dendritic regions mostly

in the SEZ, and putative presynaptic projections in the lower

lateral accessory lobe (LAL)60 located posterior to the AL and

extending lateroventrally—a major input region of MDNs.18

The putative presynaptic arborizations are organized in a char-

acteristic two-dimensional vertical sheet that slopes from ante-

rolateral to posteriomedial (Figures 5C and 5D; Video S6). Using

natverse,61 we cross-matched the FlyEM hemibrain MooSEZ

fragment with the fully reconstructed FlyWire MooSEZ in the
tic method.

rontal (left) and lateral (right) views are presented. The MooSEZ soma is labeled

lobe; Ca, calyx; LH, lateral horn. Bottom, expression pattern of a stochastically

using the SPARC ‘‘Sparse’’ effector. MooSEZ morphology is faithfully recapit-

labeled with a white arrowhead. Maximum intensity projection of 69 confocal

s, the projection image is vertically flipped.

ed in the FAFB using FlyWire. MooSEZ SEZ branches are thinner and show a

otocerebral branches exhibit a higher probability of varicose and globular swell-

M hemibrain (purple). The partially reconstructed hemibrain MooSEZ highly re-

th EM reconstructions are similar to the fully reconstructed LMMooSEZ in (C).

l (right) views are presented.

6185, purple) and a representative post synapticMDN (fragment #5813021075,

cally coupled to MDNs. Frontal view of the lateral accessory lobe (LAL) and the
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Figure 6. A genetic intersection approach to narrowGH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 expression pattern to examineMooSEZ physiolog-

ical input

(A) Left, schematic drawing of the expression pattern for GH146-QF. Right, expression pattern of GH146-QF driving QUAS-GFP. Maximum intensity projection of

150 confocal sections (1 mm) through the central brain and VNC is presented.

(B) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading) for GH146II-GAL4 and GH146-QF driving CsChrimson as designated in the open arena. Backward walking is

observed only for GH146II-GAL4. The 2-s light pulse is labeled by light red. Right, mean translational velocity during the 2-s light pulse obtained from flies as

presented on the left (n = 33, ****p < 0.0001, Mann-Whitney test; see Table S1).

(C) Left, schematic drawing of the expression pattern for GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 when intersected with GH146-QF. Right, expression pattern of an

intersection between GH146II-GAL4 driving CsChrimson.mVenus and GH146-QF driving the GAL4 inhibitor QUAS-GAL80. Maximum intensity projection of 128

confocal sections (1 mm) through the central brain and VNC is presented.

(legend continued on next page)
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FAFB (Figure 5E). Importantly, the FlyWireMooSEZ shows great

morphological similarity to the FlyEM hemibrain MooSEZ frag-

ment, and these two independent EM reconstructions highly

resemble the MooSEZ LM reconstruction (Figures 5C and 5E).

Next, using neuPrint+,62 we visualized the identified MooSEZ

fragment and searched for MDNs among all MooSEZ mapped

postsynaptic partners in the FlyEM hemibrain. In line with the

LM imaging results, we found that MooSEZ provides direct in-

puts onto MDNs by forming 13 to 21 synapses with each of

the four MDNs in the hemibrain (Figure 5F). Taken together,

we identify a single SEZ neuron in each brain hemisphere,

MooSEZ, which is presynaptic to MDNs and drives backward

locomotion (Figure 5). Combined with the results that show

clear activation of MDNs by GH146II-GAL4 neurons, and the ex-

istence of an MDN-independent pathway (Figure 3), we

conclude that MooSEZs act directly upstream of MDNs and

via other descending neurons (DNs) to evoke backward

walking.

An intersection approach to narrow down GH146II-,
NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 expression pattern
The results thus far demonstrate that odors can trigger back-

ward locomotion mediated by MDNs and that MooSEZs, when
(D–F) Translational velocity ± SEM (shading) for GH146II- (D), NP225- (E), and NP5

QF driving QUAS-GAL80 (black) in the open arena. Backward walking is maintaine

labeled by light red.

(G) Mean translational velocity during the 2-s light pulse obtained from traces in

walking velocities of intersection flies compared with non-intersection flies, exc

backward locomotion (11 % n % 33, ** p < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by

(H) Averaged traces ± SEM (shading) of Ca2+ responses following application of

GCaMP6f and GH146-QF was used to drive QUAS-GAL80 to limit the express

(n = 8; see Table S1).

(I) Mean translational velocity during a 2-s red light pulse activating bitter-sensing

targeting bitter-sensing neurons were used to drive UAS-CsChrimson. Activatio

Wilcoxon signed rank test (one-sided) with Bonferroni correction; see Table S1).

(J) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading) following optogenetic activation of

GtACR2 channel was co-activated in GH146II-GAL4 neurons (blue) in the open ar

were provided between the first and the third seconds. The 2-s red light pulse is

LexA was used to drive LexAop-CsChrimson. SilencingMooSEZs using GtACR2 d

velocity during the 2-s red light pulse obtained from traces on the left. No signi

GtACR2 is co-activated and when GtACR2 is not co-activated in MooSEZs (18 %

(K) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading) following optogenetic activation of

co-activated (blue) in the open arena. The red light activating CsChrimson was p

was co-activated the blue light was on throughout the experiment. GtACR2 effici

locity during the 2-s red light pulse obtained from traces on the left. A significant d

and without the co-activation of GtACR2 in MooSEZs (29 % n % 45, **** p < 0.0

(L) Left, averaged traces ± SEM (shading) of Ca2+ responses in intersection flies fo

GH146II-GAL4 was used to drive UAS-GCaMP6f and GH146-QF was used to driv

under the curve of DF/F during the 5-s odor pulse for the traces presented in

2-butanone (7 % n % 11, **p < 0.01, one-sample t test; see Table S1).

(M) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading) of intersection flies following applic

GtACR2 or in control experiment performed in the dark in the linear chambers. Th

was on throughout the experiment. GH146II-GAL4was used to drive UAS-GtACR2

as presented in (C). Right, mean translational velocity during the 2-s odor pulse ob

mean translational velocities when GtACR2 is activated and when GtACR2 is no

(N) Left, translational velocity ± SEM (shading) of intersection flies following applic

GtACR2 or in control experiment performed in the dark in the open arena. The 2-s

throughout the experiment. GH146II-GAL4 was used to drive UAS-GtACR2 and

presented in (C). Right, the probability of observing backward locomotion amon

The probability of a fly to perform backward retreat in response to application of

n % 23).

See also Figure S4, Video S7, and Table S1.
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activated, can trigger backward movement whether via direct

connections with MDNs or through a parallel pathway. Howev-

er, the physiological stimulus which activates MooSEZs is not

clear. GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL are all broad label-

ing driver lines, which are unsuitable for behavioral and SEZ

functional imaging experiments. To try and limit the number

of neurons covered by these driver lines, we used another

driver line which should have a strong overlap with these three

driver lines. It is well known that different transcription systems

(i.e., GAL4,63 LexA,64 and QF65) or genomic insertion sites can

affect the expression pattern.66,67 We therefore examined to

what extent GH146-QF recapitulates the labeled cells in

GH146II-GAL4, which revealed notable exceptions in the SEZ

(Figure 6A).

The anatomical analysis suggested that GH146-QF does not

overlap with GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 in the SEZ

neuron relevant for backward walking. Indeed, optogenetic acti-

vation with CsChrimson of GH146-QF did not elicit backward

walking (Figure 6B). We then performed an intersection between

GH146II-, NP225-, andNP5288-GAL4withGH146-QF.GH146II-,

NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4 were used to drive CsChrimson and

GH146-QFwasused to driveQUAS-GAL80. SubtractingGH146-

QF fromGH146II-GAL4 strongly decreased the expression in the
288-GAL4 (F) driving UAS-CsChrimson (blue) or when intersected with GH146-

d in intersection flies and even enhanced (NP5288-GAL4). The 2-s light pulse is

(D) to (F). No significant difference is observed between the mean backward

ept for NP5288-GAL4 intersection flies which exhibit a significant increase in

Dunn’s post-hoc test; see Table S1).

quinine for 5 s (labeled in light green). GH146II-GAL4 was used to drive UAS-

ion pattern as presented in (C). No Ca2+ response to quinine was observed

taste cells in the open arena. Six different Gr-GAL4 driver lines (as designated)

n of bitter neurons for 2 s does not elicit backward locomotion (8 % n % 15,

LC16 visual projection neurons with CsChrimson (black) or when the inhibitory

ena. The red light activating CsChrimson and the blue light activating GtACR2

labeled in light red. GH146II-GAL4 was used to drive UAS-GtACR2 and LC16-

oes not affect LC16-triggered backward locomotion. Right, mean translational

ficant difference is observed between the mean translational velocities when

n % 25, Mann-Whitney test; see Table S1).

MooSEZs with CsChrimson (black) or when the inhibitory GtACR2 channel was

rovided between the first and third seconds (light red shading). When GtACR2

ently blocks MooSEZ activation by CsChrimson. Right, mean translational ve-

ifference is observed between the backward walking velocities generated with

001, Mann-Whitney test; see Table S1).

llowing an odor pulse as designated. The 5-s odor pulse is labeled in light gray.

e QUAS-GAL80 to limit the expression pattern as presented in (C). Right, area

the left panel. A significant odor-evoked Ca2+ response is observed only for

ation of 2-butanone whenMooSEZs were blocked using blue light activation of

e 2-s odor pulse is labeled in gray. When GtACR2 was activated the blue light

andGH146-QFwas used to drive QUAS-GAL80 to limit the expression pattern

tained from traces on the left. No significant difference is observed between the

t activated in MooSEZs (26 % n % 27, Mann-Whitney test).

ation of 2-butanone when MooSEZs were blocked using blue light activation of

odor pulse is labeled in gray. When GtACR2was activated the blue light was on

GH146-QF was used to drive QUAS-GAL80 to limit the expression pattern as

g intersection flies in response to a 2-s 2-butanone pulse in the open arena.

2-butanone is similar whether GtACR2 is activated in MooSEZs or not (18 %
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VNC (Figure 6C). In addition, AL labelingwasmostly abolished. In

all brains examined, we observed that only a single PN, which la-

bels glomerulus VL2a, was reliably expressed (Figure S4). This

PN receives input from neurons expressing the ionotropic recep-

tor 84a (IR84a), which couples food presence to the activation of

the courtship circuitry and increases male courtship.68 In most

cases, we observed stochastic labeling of fewother PNs; howev-

er, these were not consistently labeled across brains (Figure S4).

As expected, the expression pattern of SEZ neurons was unaf-

fected (Figure 6C). Optogenetic activation using CsChrimson of

all threeGAL4driverswith subtractedGH146-QF resulted in clear

and sustained backward walking (Figures 6D–6G). Importantly,

contrary to the stochastic nature of AL glomeruli labeling, all flies

reliably performed backward walking (Figure 6G). Thus, these re-

sults further support our conclusion that MooSEZs underlie this

sustained backward walking. In some cases (GH146II- and

NP5288-GAL4), we actually observed a stronger backward

walking phenotype (Figures 6D, 6F, and 6G). This may arise

from reduced appetitive olfactory input due to the reduced

expression in AL, as activating all ORNs using ORCO-GAL469 re-

sulted in a forwardmovement (Figures 2Aand2B), or,more likely,

from smoother backward locomotion as the oscillatory foreleg

activity we observed (Video S2) was totally abolished in these

flies. Indeed, NP5288-GAL4 flies showed the strongest foreleg

movement and showed the largest change in backward walking

following the intersection (Figures 6F and 6G; Video S7). Taken

together, our intersection approach dramatically reduces the

expression pattern by GH146II-, NP225-, and NP5288-GAL4

and maintains expression in MooSEZs.

MooSEZs respond to odor input
We now turn to examine the physiological input that activates

MooSEZs. MooSEZs reside in the SEZ, a brain region receiving

mostly gustatory and mechanosensory input.70 Hence, we

examined whether MooSEZs respond to quinine that is an aver-

sive gustatory input. We generated flies carrying GCaMP6f40 us-

ing the intersection approach and performed two-photon in vivo

Ca2+ imaging. Application of quinine did not elicit any Ca2+

response inMooSEZs (Figure 6H). In line with this result, optoge-

netic activation of bitter-sensing taste cells expressing gustatory

receptors (Grs), which were shown to be required for responses

to various bitter tastants,71 did not elicit backward walking

(Figure 6I).

The lack of backward walking following activation of bitter-

sensing neurons, and of a gustatory-related signal in

MooSEZs led us to also examine other modalities. Recently, it

was demonstrated that the MDNs mediate visually driven back-

ward locomotion triggered by activation of the LC16 neuronal

population.20 Thus, we tested whether LC16-evoked backward

locomotion is MooSEZ dependent. We optogenetically stimu-

lated the visual neurons with CsChrimson while simultaneously

blocking MooSEZs. Since expression of TNT resulted in move-

ment impairment (data not shown), for this set of experiments

we used the anion channelrhodopsin GtACR272 for the induc-

tion of a transient and temporally controlled neuronal silencing.

Inhibiting MooSEZs did not have any apparent effect on LC16-

evoked backward locomotion (Figure 6J). To verify that GtACR2

efficiently blocked MooSEZs, we co-expressed it with

CsChrimson under the control of GH146II-GAL4. Such
manipulation blocked upon blue light stimulation the backward

walking of the flies normally elicited by the activation of

CsChrimson using red light pulse (Figure 6K). Thus, MooSEZs

do not seem to receive visual input driving backward locomo-

tion from the LC16 VPNs.

The apparent lack of visual and gustatory signal in MooSEZs

has led us to also examine olfactory input. As shown earlier, ol-

factory cues can trigger backward locomotion under certain

conditions (Figures 1, S1A, and S1B; Video S1). Interestingly,

we observed a small but significant Ca2+ signal following appli-

cation of the aversive odor 2-butanone, which was not detected

following applications of ACV and GA (Figure 6L).

The fact that odors activate MooSEZs and that optogenetic

activation of MooSEZs results in backward locomotion suggests

that MooSEZsmaymediate odor-evoked backward locomotion.

To examine this, we used the intersection approach to express

GtACR2 in MooSEZs and exposed flies to 2-butanone. Silencing

MooSEZs had little or no effect on odor-driven backward loco-

motion in both the linear chambers (Figure 6M) and the open

arena (Figure 6N). Thus, MooSEZs seem to receive olfactory in-

formation but are dispensable for odor-evoked backward loco-

motion in the open arena or the linear chamber behavioral as-

says. However, this result does not rule out the possibility that

MooSEZs do participate in odor-driven backward locomotion

under different behavioral circumstances.
MooSEZs contribute to rotational backward locomotion
The above result, which demonstrates that MooSEZs receive ol-

factory input but do not mediate odor-driven backward locomo-

tion, raises the question about the ethological relevance of the

MooSEZs. It was previously shown that asymmetric activation

of the MDNs leads to backward turning.20 Since the backward

walking phenotype following a short MooSEZ activation had

similar features as the backward locomotion induced by MDNs

(Figures 2E–2H), we sought to examine whether asymmetric

activation of MooSEZs could also drive backward turning. The

stochastic labeling of GH146II-GAL4 neurons by the SPARC

method used above (Figure 5A) often labeled a single MooSEZ

in each brain, thus enabling us to test the motor responses

evoked by unilateral activation of a single MooSEZ. Interestingly,

contrary to the straight backward walking observed upon short

bilateral activation of MooSEZs, asymmetric activation of

MooSEZs for 2 s led to robust ipsilateral backward rotation

(with respect to the location of MooSEZ soma in the brain)

without affecting the overall backward translation (Figures 7A–

7G; Video S8). In contrast to the relatively weak and transient

backward turning generated upon unilateral activation of

MDNs,20 backward rotation following MooSEZ unilateral activa-

tion seemed to be stronger and continuous. Furthermore, we

also found significant differences in backward rotation for long

periods of bilateral activation. While MDN activation using a

30-s light stimulation typically resulted in straight backward

walking, the same activation protocol generated a pronounced

rotational component when MooSEZs were stimulated. Similar

rotational movements were also observed when MooSEZs

were activated and MDNs were silenced using TNT

(Figures 7H–7J). Thus, these results indicate that MooSEZs

induce MDN-independent backward turning.
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Figure 7. MooSEZs drive MDN-independent rotational backward locomotion

(A) Example trajectories of flies in which MooSEZs were optogenetically activated unilaterally (right, purple; left, orange) or bilaterally (black) for 2 s in the open

arena. CsChrimson was expressed in left, right or both MooSEZs.

(B, D, and F) Single fly traces (light) of translational velocity (B), angular velocity (D), cumulative angular change (F), and their respective means (dark), for flies in

whichMooSEZswere optogenetically activated unilaterally (right, purple; left, orange) or bilaterally (black) for 2 s in the open arena. Angular velocity is defined as a

change in the fly’s orientation angle in relation to a global orientation coordinate system. Left rotations are defined as positive values and right rotations as nega-

tive values. Cumulative angular change is defined as the cumulative integrated area under the angular velocity versus time curve. Total angular change is defined

as the integrated area under the angular velocity versus time curve during the light pulse. The light pulse is labeled in light red. CsChrimson was expressed in left,

right or both MooSEZs.

(C, E, and G) Mean translational velocity (C), mean angular velocity (E), and total angular change (G), during the 2-s light pulse for flies presented in (B, D, and F,

respectively). Whereas translational velocity is similar across conditions, angular movement is tightly correlated with MooSEZ side of activation (8 % n % 11,

*p < 0.05, ****p < 0.0001, Kruskal-Wallis tests followed by Dunn’s post-hoc tests; see Table S1).

(H) Angular speed (left) ± SEM (shading) and single fly traces (light) of absolute cumulative angular change (right) and their respective means (dark) following 30 s

long bilateral optogenetic stimulation of MDNs (green) and of GH146II-GAL4 neurons in the presence (black) or absence (blue) of TNT in MDNs in the open arena.

Angular speed is defined as the absolute value of angular velocity. Absolute cumulative angular change is defined as the cumulative integrated area under the

(legend continued on next page)
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MooSEZs are upstream of DNa01 and DNa02
Recently, it was demonstrated that two types of DNs, DNa01 and

DNa02,73 contribute to rotational locomotion.73 Having identified

MooSEZ in EM, we investigated whether DNa01 and DNa02 are

downstream targets of MooSEZ. We therefore mapped the

neuronal connectivity between MooSEZ and DNa01 as well as

between MooSEZ and DNa02 in the FlyEM hemibrain using neu-

Print. The connectivity analysis identified multiple disynaptic

neural pathways connecting MooSEZ onto both DNa01 and

DNa02, among them somemajor inputsmediated by strong syn-

aptic connections (Figure 7K). For instance, LAL201 and LAL014

neurons, which connect MooSEZ onto DNa02 and DNa01,

respectively, are MooSEZ first- and second-ranked postsyn-

aptic partners in the FlyEM hemibrain in terms of number of syn-

apses. Overall, about 16% and 18% of all MooSEZ synaptic out-

puts in the FlyEM hemibrain are connected onto DNa01 and

DNa02 presynaptic neurons respectively. Inversely, about 16%

of all DNa01, and 12% of all DNa02 synaptic inputs in the

FlyEM hemibrain are formed by MooSEZ postsynaptic neurons.

Taken together, our connectomics data analysis demonstrates

that MooSEZs contribute an additional angular component to

the motor output, presumably via DNa01 and DNa02, to perform

complex curved backward responses.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we showed that olfactory stimulus can trigger back-

ward locomotion, which is mediated by MDNs (Figure 1). We

discovered the MooSEZs, which trigger backward locomotion

and unequivocally identified them in the fly brain (Figure 5). We

showed that MooSEZs synapse onto MDNs (Figure 5) and act

both upstream and in parallel to them (Figure 3). Although

located in the SEZ, MooSEZs do not seem to respond to gusta-

tory stimuli. Rather, MooSEZs respond to olfactory input. We

further showed that MooSEZs are not necessary for olfactory-

driven backward locomotion (Figure 6). However, we demon-

strated that MooSEZs contribute to strong rotational backward

locomotion, presumably via DNa01 andDNa02, which are down-

stream of MooSEZs (Figure 7).

The anatomy of theMooSEZs suggestsmild polarity, with den-

dritic regions mostly in the ventral SEZ, and presynaptic projec-

tions predominantly in the inferior protocerebrum. The protocere-

bral innervation is found in the inferior posterior slope (IPS) and the
angular speed versus time curve. VT50660-GAL4 (MDNs) or GH146II-GAL4 were

drive LexAop-TNT (when required). The light pulse is labeled in light red. Contin

backward rotation.

(I and J) Mean angular speed (I) and absolute total angular change (J) during the 30

as the integrated area under the angular speed versus time curve during the light

observed following MooSEZ long bilateral activation in the presence or absence o

Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s post-hoc test; see Table S1).

(K) Connectivity diagram between MooSEZ and DNa01 (fragment #117093934

MooSEZ is strongly connected to DNa01 and DNa02 via various neurons. Each

connection. Arrow width represents synaptic connection strength derived from nu

arrow). Cell types connecting MooSEZ to both DNa01 and DNa02 are labeled in

were omitted.

(L) Schematic of proposed MDN and MooSEZ pathways. Odors activate MDNs

MooSEZs that activate MDNs and can also add a significant rotational compone

See also Video S8 and Table S1.
crepine, but also reaching into wedge, vest, and the lower LAL,

posterior to the AL. In the SEZ, the MooSEZs stay in the gnathal

ganglia, sparing the prow. The SEZ predominantly receives me-

chanosensory andgustatory sensory input70 andSEZoutput con-

trols movements involved in feeding behavior.74,75 Although the

main dendritic region of MooSEZs is in the ventral SEZ, they do

not seem to respond to bitter taste. Rather, MooSEZs respond

to olfactory input (Figure 6).

Interestingly, a significant portion of MooSEZ axonal projec-

tions terminate within the LAL, a major premotor region. The

LAL receives inputs from the central complex (CX), the naviga-

tion hub of the insect brain, as well as from a variety of sensory

processing regions, and projects output signals mainly through

descending tracts to the VNC.76 The LAL was shown to be

involved in a wide range of orientation-related behaviors across

different insect species such as pheromone orientation in

moths,77 flight in locusts,78 turning in cockroaches,79 and pho-

notaxis in crickets.80 Given the exceptional functional similarities

of the LAL across insect species, it will be interesting to find

whether MooSEZs are part of a canonical locomotor circuit

and thus conserved across insect species.

MDNswere demonstrated to receive sensory information from

the fly’s visual system20 and mechanosensory input from the

VNC.21 Whether other sensory inputs converge onto MDNs

was not resolved yet. Our results add olfaction to the multi-mo-

dality input of MDNs (Figure 1). In addition, we identify the SEZ as

participating in MDN input (Figure 3). A recent study in larvae re-

ported the existence of two SEZ neurons, AMB neurons, which

mediate backward crawling in response to aversive blue light

via activation of MDNs.81 Our results combined with the results

from larvae,81,82 suggest that SEZ neurons may also act as mo-

dality integrators. The participation of the SEZ as an input source

to MDNs also raises the option that SEZ gustatory or tactile input

can activate MDNs.

Our results indicate that MooSEZs add an additional MDN-in-

dependent component to the backward walking motor response

(Figures 3 and 7). Indeed, some experimental evidence from pre-

viously published work in both adult flies and larvae are in line

with this conclusion. For instance, in adult flies, optogenetic acti-

vation of TLAs while blocking MDNs21 resulted in residual back-

ward walking. In addition, backward movement was correlated

with a large membrane voltage difference in DNa01 and

DNa02, two non-MDN descending neurons,83,73 which are
used to drive UAS-CsChrimson and MDN-LexA (VT44845-LexA) was used to

uous bilateral activation of MooSEZs generates MDN-independent sustained

-s light pulse for flies presented in (H). Absolute total angular change is defined

pulse. Significantly higher angular speed and absolute total angular change are

f TNT in MDNs relative to MDN long bilateral activation (9% n% 20, ** p < 0.01,

4, top) or DNa02 (fragment #1140245595, bottom) in the FlyEM hemibrain.

circle represents a cell type, and each arrow represents a directional synaptic

mber of synapses forming the connection (indicated by the number above the

orange. For simplification purposes, connection with fewer than 15 synapses

that are required for odor-induced backward locomotion. Odors also activate

nt to the motor response presumably via DNa01 and DNa02.
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downstream of MooSEZs. In larvae, it was recently demon-

strated that MDNs were not necessary for dead end evoked

backward crawling.81 Taken together, it seems that rather than

a single command circuit originating in MDNs, additional neural

circuits are recruited to allow for an adaptive backward locomo-

tion response (Figure 7L).

In this study, we show that unilateral activation of MooSEZs

elicits ipsilateral backward turning (Figure 7). This result is anal-

ogous to recent findings demonstrating that unilateral activation

of specific motor-related neurons can induce walking with a sig-

nificant ipsilateral turning component.46,73,84 In addition, it was

previously demonstrated that unilateral activation of MDNs

also led to a steering bias.20 Thus, as MDNs are postsynaptic

to MooSEZs, it is possible that the rotational response elicited

by MooSEZ unilateral activation might be mediated to some

extent by them. However, our data show that blocking MDNs

had no effect on MooSEZ-induced backward turning

(Figures 7H–7J) suggesting that the dominant pathway driving

the observed rotational backward walking is MDN independent.

This conclusion is further supported by the anatomical data

demonstrating that both DNa01 and DNa02, which participate

in steering maneuvers and descend to the VNC,83,73 are down-

stream targets of MooSEZs (Figure 7K). Flies usually encounter

in their natural habitat complex odor plumes,85 which are

constantly changing as a function of the flies’ spatial locations

relative to the positions of the varied odor sources around

them, and the wind structure in their surroundings. Thus, flies

are frequently exposed to asymmetrical olfactory cues in their

natural environment. The ability of MooSEZs to recruit down-

stream motor circuits to perform a directional retreat response

upon asymmetrical activation may enable flies to effectively

guide their behavior under natural conditions.

Our study demonstrates that an olfactory cue can trigger

backward locomotion via MDNs. We also show that olfactory

input activates MooSEZs that can trigger backward locomotion

by themselves independent of MDNs (Figure 7L). However,

silencing MooSEZs had no effect on odor-evoked backward

locomotion (Figure 6). These observations suggest that

MooSEZs do not function as command-type neurons for odor-

evoked backward locomotion, but rather seem to be part of a

distributed neural circuit architecture controlling backward loco-

motion. Thus, odors may activate multiple parallel neural path-

ways driving backward locomotion. Indeed, functional redun-

dant signaling also exists in other neuronal circuits in the fly

brain. For example, optogenetic activation of LC16 VPNs, which

were shown to respond to a visual looming stimulus,46 elicited

backward locomotion via MDNs.20 However, silencing LC16

neurons had no effect on backward locomotion in response to

a visual looming stimulus.46 Thus, although optogenetic activa-

tion of LC16 neurons drives backward locomotion, silencing

these neurons has no effect on the behavioral output to the visual

stimulus that activates them. Another example are neurons ex-

pressing SIFamide (SIFa). These neurons have elevated activity

in starved flies and are involved in hunger-mediated behavior.

Acute activation of SIFa neurons was sufficient to increase the

response of fed flies to a food-related odor and to enhance their

food consumption. However, silencing SIFa neurons did not

decrease food intake in starved flies.86,87 Taken together, con-

trary to optogenetic activation of MooSEZs, which generates a
1146 Current Biology 32, 1131–1149, March 14, 2022
robust and constant activation that further activates MDN-

independent motor circuits, it seems that ecological odor stimu-

lation elicits a physiologically adequate response in MooSEZs,

which is presumably used to support odor-evoked backward

locomotion but cannot sustain odor-evoked backward locomo-

tion by itself.
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Antibodies

Rabbit anti-GFP

Polyclonal antibody

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-11122 RRID;AB_221569

Mouse anti-GFP [9F9.F9]

Monoclonal antibody

Abcam Cat#ab1218;

RRID:AB_298911

Rabbit anti-RFP

Polyclonal antibody

Abcam Cat#ab62341;

RRID:AB_945213

Mouse anti-Bruchpilot

Monoclonal antibody

DSHB Cat# nc82;

RRID:AB_2314866

Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse

Polyclonal antibody

Abcam Cat#ab150113;

RRID:AB_2576208

Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit

Polyclonal antibody

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#A-11034;

RRID:AB_2576217

Alexa Fluor 568 goat anti-rabbit

Polyclonal antibody

Abcam Cat#ab175471; RRID:AB_2576207

Alexa Fluor 647 goat anti-mouse

Polyclonal antibody

Abcam Cat#ab150115;

RRID:AB_2687948

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

All-trans retinal Sigma-Aldrich Cat#R2500; CAS: 116-31-4

Quinine hemisulfate monohydrate Alfa Aesar Cat#A17036; CAS: 6119-70-6

1-Hexanol Sigma-Aldrich Cat#H13303; CAS: 111-27-3

Ethyl benzoate Sigma-Aldrich Cat#E12907; CAS:

93-89-0

Ethyl acetate Sigma-Aldrich Cat#270989; CAS:

141-78-6

2-heptanone Sigma-Aldrich Cat#W254401; CAS:

110-43-0

Methyl acetate Sigma-Aldrich Cat#W267600; CAS:

79-20-9

2-butanone Sigma-Aldrich Cat#34861; CAS:

78-93-3

3-octanol Sigma-Aldrich Cat#W358126; CAS:

589-98-0

MCH (4-Methylcyclohexanol) Sigma-Aldrich Cat#153095; CAS: 589-91-3

Geranyl acetate Sigma-Aldrich Cat#W250902; CAS:

105-87-3

Ethyl lactate Sigma-Aldrich Cat#W244015; CAS:

97-64-3

Hexyl acetate Sigma-Aldrich Cat#108154; CAS:

142-92-7

Apple cider vinegar Rauch Fruchts€afte GmbH & Co OG N/A

Mineral oil Sigma-Aldrich Cat#330779; CAS:

8042-47-5

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

D. melanogaster: GH146II-GAL4 BDSC Cat#30026; RRID:BDSC_30026

D. melanogaster: GH146X-GAL4 Gift from Dr. Christopher J. Potter43 Cat#91812; RRID:BDSC_91812

D. melanogaster: GH146-QF,

QUAS-mtdTomato

BDSC Cat#30037; RRID:BDSC_30037
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

D. melanogaster: GH146-QF,

QUAS-mCD8-GFP

BDSC Cat#30038; RRID:BDSC_30038

D. melanogaster: GH146-QF BDSC Cat#30015; RRID:BDSC_30015

D. melanogaster: MDN3-GAL4:

VT50660-p65ADZp (attP40);

VT44845-ZpGAL4DBD (attP2)

Gift from Dr. Barry J. Dickson18,88 N/A

D. melanogaster: MDN+MAN-LexA:

UAS-TNT-E, VT49484-ZpLexADBD

(JK22C); VT50660-p65ADZp (attP2),

13XLexAop-CsChrimson-tdTomato

(VK00005)

Gift from Dr. Barry J. Dickson21 N/A

D. melanogaster: w1118 BDSC Cat#5905; RRID:BDSC_5905

D. melanogaster: Or82a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#23125; RRID:BDSC_23125

D. melanogaster: Ir31a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#41726; RRID:BDSC_41726

D. melanogaster: Ir40a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#41727; RRID:BDSC_41727

D. melanogaster: Ir25a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#41728; RRID:BDSC_41728

D. melanogaster: Ir76b-GAL4 BDSC Cat#41730; RRID:BDSC_41730

D. melanogaster: Ir8a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#41731; RRID:BDSC_41731

D. melanogaster: Ir64a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#41732; RRID:BDSC_41732

D. melanogaster: Ir92a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#41733; RRID:BDSC_41733

D. melanogaster: Ir84a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#41734; RRID:BDSC_41734

D. melanogaster: Ir76a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#41735; RRID:BDSC_41735

D. melanogaster: GMR22C06-GAL4 (attP2) BDSC Cat#48974; RRID:BDSC_48974

D. melanogaster: GMR24G07-GAL4 (attP2) BDSC Cat#49095; RRID:BDSC_49095

D. melanogaster: GMR68D02-GAL4 (attP2) BDSC Cat#39471; RRID:BDSC_39471

D. melanogaster: GMR26B04-GAL4 (attP2) BDSC Cat#49158; RRID:BDSC_49158

D. melanogaster: GMR48E05-GAL4 (attP2) BDSC Cat#50370; RRID:BDSC_50370

D. melanogaster: GMR24A10-GAL4 (attP2) BDSC Cat#49059; RRID:BDSC_49059

D. melanogaster: GMR95C02-GAL4 (attP2) BDSC Cat#48431; RRID:BDSC_48431

D. melanogaster: NP6115-GAL4 DGGR Cat#113851; RRID:DGGR_113851

D. melanogaster: NP3062-GAL4 DGGR Cat#113083; RRID:DGGR_113083

D. melanogaster: NP5021-GAL4 DGGR Cat#113545; RRID:DGGR_113545

D. melanogaster: NP5103-GAL4 DGGR Cat#113584; RRID:DGGR_113584

D. melanogaster: NP80-GAL4 DGGR Cat#103518; RRID:DGGR_103518

D. melanogaster: NP2001-GAL4 DGGR Cat#104059; RRID:DGGR_104059

D. melanogaster: NP2297-GAL4 DGGR Cat#112868; RRID:DGGR_112868

D. melanogaster: NP3529-GAL4 DGGR Cat#113327; RRID:DGGR_113327

D. melanogaster: NP5288-GAL4 DGGR Cat#104937;

RRID:DGGR_104937

D. melanogaster: NP225-GAL4 DGGR Cat#112095; RRID:DGGR_112095

D. melanogaster: NP1579-GAL4 DGGR Cat#104036; RRID:DGGR_104036

D. melanogaster: Orco-GAL4 BDSC Cat#26818; RRID:BDSC_26818

D. melanogaster: VT050660-GAL4 (attP2) VDRC Cat#200107

D. melanogaster: VT040053-GAL4 (attP2) VDRC Cat#201352

D. melanogaster: VT019428-GAL4 (attP2) VDRC Cat#200084

D. melanogaster: VT026020-GAL4 (attP2) VDRC Cat#203479

D. melanogaster: MZ612-GAL4 Gift from Dr. Liria Masuda-Nakagawa89,90 N/A

D. melanogaster: MB247-GAL4 BDSC Cat#50742; RRID:BDSC_50742

D. melanogaster: c305a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#30829; RRID:BDSC_30829

D. melanogaster: OK107-GAL4 BDSC Cat#854; RRID:BDSC_854

D. melanogaster: LN1-GAL4 DGGR Cat#103945; RRID:DGGR_103945

D. melanogaster: LN2-GAL4 DGGR Cat#104198; RRID:DGGR_104198

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

D. melanogaster: MZ699-GAL4 Gift from Dr. Liqun Luo91 N/A

D. melanogaster: LC16-1-GAL4:

R26A03-p65ADZp (attP40);

R54A05-ZpGAL4DBD (attP2)

BDSC Cat#68331; RRID:BDSC_68331

D. melanogaster: TLA-GAL4:

VT012330-p65ADZp (attP40);

VT020742-ZpGAL4DBD (attP2)

BDSC21,88 Cat#74205;

RRID:BDSC_74205

Cat#72912;

RRID:BDSC_72912

D. melanogaster: LC16-LexA:

R28F07-LexAp65 (JK22C)

Gift from Dr. Barry J. Dickson20 N/A

D. melanogaster: MDN-LexA:

UAS-CsChrimson-mCherry (attP5),

VT044845-LexAp65 (attP40)

Gift from Dr. Barry J. Dickson20 N/A

Drosophila melanogaster:

nSyb-IVS-PhiC31 (attP18)

BDSC Cat#84151;

RRID:BDSC_84151

D. melanogaster: SPARC2-D-

CsChrimson::tdTomato

BDSC Cat#84143;

RRID:BDSC_84143

D. melanogaster: SPARC2-I-

CsChrimson::tdTomato

BDSC Cat#84144;

RRID:BDSC_84144

D. melanogaster: SPARC2-S-

CsChrimson::tdTomato

BDSC Cat#84145;

RRID:BDSC_84145

D. melanogaster: UAS-CsChrimson.

mVenus (attP40)

BDSC Cat#55135;

RRID:BDSC_55135

D. melanogaster: UAS-CsChrimson.

mVenus (attP2)

BDSC Cat#55136;

RRID:BDSC_55136

D. melanogaster: UAS-ChR2-XXM Gift from Dr. Robert J. Kittel42 N/A

D. melanogaster: UAS-GtACR2.EYFP (attP2) Gift from Dr. Adam Claridge-Chang72 Cat#92987;

RRID:BDSC_92987

D. melanogaster: UAS-TNT BDSC Cat#28838;

RRID:BDSC_28838

D. melanogaster: UAS-TNT inactive BDSC Cat#28839;

RRID:BDSC_28839

D. melanogaster: UAS-FRT-STOP-FRT-

CsChrimson.mVenus (attP2)

Gift from Dr. Galit Shohat-Ophir44 N/A

D. melanogaster: tub-FRT-STOP-FRT-GAL80 BDSC Cat#39213;

RRID:BDSC_39213

D. melanogaster: LexAop-CsChrimson.

mVenus (attP40)

BDSC Cat#55138;

RRID:BDSC_55138

D. melanogaster: UAS-GCaMP6f (attP40) BDSC Cat#42747;

RRID:BDSC_42747

D. melanogaster: UAS-GCaMP6f (VK00005) BDSC Cat#52869;

RRID:BDSC_52869

D. melanogaster: LexAop-mCD8::GFP (attP2) BDSC Cat#32203;

RRID:BDSC_32203

D. melanogaster: LexAop-GCaMP6m (attP1) BDSC Cat#44275;

RRID:BDSC_44275

D. melanogaster: LexAop-GCaMP6m (VK00005) BDSC Cat#44276;

RRID:BDSC_44276

D. melanogaster: Otd-nls:FLPo Gift from Dr. Stephen F. Goodwin50 N/A

D. melanogaster: QUAS-GAL80 BDSC92 N/A

D. melanogaster: tsh-GAL80 Gift from Dr. Gero Miesenböck,

and Dr. Christian Wegener15
N/A

D. melanogaster: LexAop-TNT::HA (VK00033) Gift from Dr. Andrew Lin93 N/A

D. melanogaster: QUAS-CsChrimson.mVenus#32c Gift from Dr. Christopher J. Potter Cat#91994;

RRID:BDSC_91994

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

D. melanogaster: Gr93a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#57679;

RRID:BDSC_57679

D. melanogaster: Gr89a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#57676;

RRID:BDSC_57676

D. melanogaster: Gr66a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#57670;

RRID:BDSC_57670

D. melanogaster: Gr39a.a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#57630;

RRID:BDSC_57630

D. melanogaster: Gr33a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#57623;

RRID:BDSC_57623

D. melanogaster: Gr32a-GAL4 BDSC Cat#57622;

RRID:BDSC_57622

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com/products/

matlab.html; RRID:SCR_001622

GraphPad Prism GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com/

scientific-software/prism/;

RRID:SCR_002798

Fiji Schindelin et al.94 https://fiji.sc/;

RRID:SCR_002285

neuPrint+ HHMI’s Janelia Research Campus62 https://neuprint.janelia.org/

?dataset=hemibrain:v1.2.1&qt=findneurons

FlyWire Branson et al.95 https://flywire.ai/; RRID:SCR_019205

Natverse Bates et al.61 https://natverse.org/

NeuronBridge HHMI’s Janelia Research Campus56 https://neuronbridge.janelia.org/

Amira Thermo Fisher Scientific https://www.thermofisher.com/il/

en/home/electron-microscopy/

products/software-em-3d-vis/

amira-software.html;

RRID:SCR_007353

Ctrax Branson et al.95 http://ctrax.sourceforge.net/

MScan Sutter Instrument https://www.sutter.com/

MICROSCOPES/mcs.html

LabVIEW National Instruments https://www.ni.com/en-il/

shop/labview.html;

RRID:SCR_014325

Pixelink Capture OEM Pixelink https://pixelink.com/products/

software/pixelink-capture-software/

pixelink-capture-software-download/

s N/A
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LAS AF Leica Microsystem
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Moshe

Parnas (mparnas@tauex.tau.ac.il).

Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents. Requests of fly stocks used in the study should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Moshe Parnas (mparnas@tauex.tau.ac.il).

Data and Code Availability
The data and code used to generate Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and S1–S4, Tables S1 and S2, and Videos S1–S8 are available from the

corresponding author upon request. The study did not generate any new code or dataset. Any additional information required to re-

analyze the data reported in the paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Fly Strains
Fly strains were raised on cornmeal agar under a 12 h light/12 h dark cycle at 25�C.

Fly strains are detailed in the Key Resources Table.

METHOD DETAILS

Odors used
Odors and mineral oil were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Rehovot, Israel) except for ACV which was purchased locally (Rauch,

Austria). Odors were diluted in mineral oil except for ACV which was diluted in double distilled water (DDW). Diluted odors were pre-

pared on a daily basis.

Adult flies
For activation of CsChrimson or GtACR2, flies were collected 2-5 days post eclosion and grown for another 3-5 days on 1 mM all-

trans retinal (R2500; Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented food in complete darkness before experimental testing was performed.

Behavioral assays
Experiments were conducted in two behavioral chambers: an open arena96 of 60mmdiameter and linear chambers,18 40*1.5*1.5mm

Length\width\height (8 linear grooves in a plate). Both chambers were composed of polyoxymethylene and covered with a trans-

parent acrylic plastic.

Flies were allowed to acclimatize to the behavioral setups and walk freely for�1-3 minutes before start of an experimental trial. For

optogenetic experiments, flies were illuminated in the open arena with either 617 nm LED (M617L3; THORLABS) for CsChrimson

activation, or with 470 nm LED (M470L3; THORLABS) for ChR2-XXM or GtACR2 activation. For the majority of the experiments in

which CsChrimson was activated, flies were illuminated with a red light intensity of �9.5 mW/cm2. In experiments in which ChR2-

XXM or GtACR2 were activated, flies were illuminated with a blue light intensity of �35 mW/cm2. For olfactory experiments, a two

second odor pulse was delivered either through a 5 mm diameter hole in the plastic lid located at the center of the open arena, or

through a 5 mm hole that was further connected by a narrow airstream path to one end of the linear chambers. Odors were streamed

by passing air flow through vials containing liquid odorants. Odors at 5*10-2 final dilution were delivered by switching mass-flow

controlled air carrier and stimulus streams at a final flow of 0.8 l/min (CMOSens Performance Line, Sensirion) via software controlled

solenoid valves (The Lee Company) through a 1/16 inch ultra-chemical-resistant Versilon PVC tubing (Saint-Gobain, NJ, USA).

Throughout performed experiments, the open arena and linear chambers were illuminated from the bottom by a high intensity

810 nm IR LED (SFH 4786S; OSRAM), while flies’ behavioral responses were recorded from above by a camera (PL-D795MU-T;

PIXELINK), equipped with 16 mm focal length lens (NMV-16M11; NAVITAR) coupled to 800 nm long-pass filter (LP800; MIDOPT),

at 20 frames per second and 832x832 pixel resolution. Videos were captured using Pixelink Capture OEM software. A customwritten

software (LabVIEW 7.1, National Instruments) controlled the delivery of light and odor pulses and synchronized them with the

recording camera via TTL inputs.

For decapitation experiments, flies were briefly anesthetized by placing them on ice and decapitated with a sharp bladed scalpel.

Then, they were allowed to recover for at least �10 minutes before experimental testing.

In open arena experiments, groups of 3-15 female andmale flies were loaded, and presented with either a two, ten or thirty second

light stimulus, or a two second odor pulse, except for SPARC53 stochastic activation experiments, in which female flies were tested

individually and illuminated with a two second light pulse for 3 consecutive trials. In linear chamber experiments, 8 flies were loaded in

8 separate grooves in a plate and were exposed to a two second odor stimulus.

Functional Imaging
Functional imaging was performed on 5-10 days post-eclosion females using a two-photon laser-scanning microscopy (DF-Scope

installed on an Olympus BX51WI microscope) as previously described.39,97,98 The brain was superfused with carbonated solution

(95% O2, 5% CO2) containing 103 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 5 mM trehalose, 10 mM glucose, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM NaH2PO4,

3mMCaCl2, 4mMMgCl2, 5mMN-Tris (TES), pH 7.3. Fluorescence was excited by a Ti-Sapphire laser (Mai Tai HP DS, 100 fs pulses)

centered at 910 nm, attenuated by a Pockels cell (Conoptics) and coupled to a galvo-resonant scanner. Excitation light was focused

by a 20X, 1.0 NA objective (Olympus XLUMPLFLN20XW), and emitted photons were detected by GaAsP photomultiplier tubes (Ha-

mamatsu Photonics, H10770PA-40SEL), whose currents were amplified (Hamamatsu HC-130-INV) and transferred to the imaging

computer (MScan 2.3.01). Images were acquired at 30 frames per second. When odor-evoked Ca2+ responses were examined,

odors at 5*10-2 final dilution were delivered by switching mass-flow controlled carrier and stimulus streams at a final flow of 0.8

l/min (Sensirion) via software controlled solenoid valves (The Lee Company) for five seconds. Air-streamed odor was delivered

through a 1/16 inch ultra-chemical-resistant Versilon PVC tubing (Saint-Gobain, NJ, USA) that was placed ~5 mm from the fly’s an-

tenna. For quinine application, an electrode with a picospritzer at low pressure was used to deliver the liquid (6 mM) to the proboscis

of the fly.When necessary, moviesweremotion-corrected using the TurboReg99 ImageJ plugin. For Ca2+ imaging analysis, regions of

interests (ROIs) were hand-drawn in Fiji/ImageJ.94 DF/F was calculated as previously described.39,97,98
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Structural Imaging
Brain dissections, fixation, and immunostaining were performed as described.39,98 To visualize native GFP, tdTomato, and mVenus,

we followed our previous adult brain protocol.100 In short, dissected brains were fixed in 4 % [w/v] paraformaldehyde in PBS

(1.86 mM NaH2PO4, 8.41 mM Na2HPO4, 175 mM NaCl) for 20 minutes at room temperature. Samples were washed for

3320minutes in PBS containing 0.3% (v/v) Triton-X-100 (PBT) and blocked with 5% normal goat serum for at least 30minutes. Sam-

ples were then incubated for 2 days with primary antibodies. After being washed three times with PBT, samples were incubated for

2 days with secondary antibodies in PBT followed by additional washing in PBT and embedding in Vectashield. Primary antibodies

used: rabbit anti-GFP (Thermo Fisher Scientific A-11122, 1:1000), mouse anti-GFP (Abcam ab1218, 1:250), rabbit anti-RFP (Abcam

ab62341, 1:250), mouse anti-Bruchpilot (DSHB, 1:50). Secondary antibodies used: Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse (Abcam

ab150113, 1:500), Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit (Thermo Fisher Scientific A-11034, 1:500), Alexa Fluor 568 goat anti-rabbit (Abcam

ab175471, 1:500), Alexa Fluor 647 goat anti-mouse (Abcam ab150115, 1:500). Images were collected on a Leica TCS SP5 (LAS AF

software v2.7.3.9723) with HCX PL APO lambda blue 20.0x0.70 IMM UV objective and processed in Fiji/ImageJ.94

LM 3D reconstruction
The LM 3D reconstruction of MooSEZ morphology from SPARC experiments was performed in Amira 5.2 as described before,47

including a custom-written skeletonization add-on.101

EM 3D reconstruction and analysis
Fragment #5813046185 in the FlyEM hemibrain volume57 was matched to MooSEZ neurites by performing anatomical similarity

search between an LM image of MooSEZ neurites (labeled by the SPARC method) and candidate neuronal fragments in the

FlyEM hemibrain dataset using NeuronBridge54–56 3D search tool. Right (segment ID: 720575940622871283; nucleus coordinates:

110481, 71647, 5418) and left (segment ID: 720575940633628664; nucleus coordinates: 153740, 76085, 5035) MooSEZs were iden-

tified in the FAFB volume using FlyWire.58 The natverse package was used to access, compare and visualize FlyEM hemibrain57 and

FlyWire58 EM datasets and brain surface meshes for reference.61 To identify and visualize MooSEZ and its postsynaptic cells in the

FlyEM hemibrain dataset, the neuPrint+ web application (hemibrain:v1.2.1) ‘‘Simple connections’’ and "Find neurons" plugins62 were

used. The percentage of MooSEZ synaptic outputs onto DNa01 (or DNa02) presynaptic neurons in the FlyEM hemibrain was calcu-

lated by dividing the number of MooSEZ synaptic outputs onto DNa01 (or DNa02) presynaptic neurons by the total number of

MooSEZ synaptic outputs in the hemibrain and multiplying by 100. The number of MooSEZ synaptic outputs onto DNa01 (or

DNa02) presynaptic neurons in the FlyEM hemibrain was computed by executing a custom Cypher query in neuPrint+ mapping

all disynaptic neural pathways connecting MooSEZ onto DNa01 (or DNa02) in the hemibrain. The total number of MooSEZ synaptic

outputs in the FlyEMhemibrain was obtained using the neuPrint+ plugin "Simple connections". Similarly, the percentage of DNa01 (or

DNa02) synaptic inputs formed by MooSEZ postsynaptic neurons in the FlyEM hemibrain was calculated by dividing the number of

DNa01 (or DNa02) synaptic inputs formed byMooSEZ postsynaptic neurons by the total number of DNa01 (or DNa02) synaptic inputs

in the hemibrain and multiplying by 100. The number of DNa01 (or DNa02) synaptic inputs formed by MooSEZ postsynaptic neurons

in the FlyEM hemibrain was computed by executing a custom Cypher query in neuPrint+ mapping all disynaptic neural pathways

connecting MooSEZ onto DNa01 (or DNa02) in the hemibrain. The total number of DNa01 (or DNa02) synaptic inputs in the FlyEM

hemibrain was obtained using neuPrint+ plugin "Simple connections". Finally, to generate connectivity diagram between MooSEZ

and DNa01, as well as between MooSEZ and DNa02 in the FlyEM hemibrain, neuPrint+ ‘‘Shortest paths’’ plugin was used. The con-

nectivity diagrams fulfill an inclusion criterion of at least 15 synapses for each directed neural path.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification of behavioral experiments
Acquired videos were tracked with Ctrax106 which allows to determine the locations and orientations of flies along a recorded video.

Following initial tracking with Ctrax, the "FixErrors Matlab GUI" was used to compensate for tracking errors. Only flies that could walk

in an unconstrainedmanner andwere accurately trackedwere considered in the analysis. The script "compute_perframe_stats" from

Ctrax "BehavioralMicroarray" MATLAB toolbox was used to compute per-frame parameters of the flies’ locomotor activity. Custom

MATLAB scripts were used to perform final analysis based on the parameters outputted by the "compute_perframe_stats" script.

Translational velocity was defined as the projection of the fly’s velocity vector on its forward-backward orientation axis. Mean trans-

lational velocity was computed as the mean of per-fly translational velocity mean values during the odor or light pulse. Backward

walking distance was computed by integrating the area under translational velocity versus time curve for negative translational ve-

locity values during the odor or light pulse. Mean backward distance was computed as the mean of backward distances covered by

flies during the light pulse. For SPARC stochastic activation experiments, mean backward distance of each fly was computed as the

mean of the backward distances covered by each fly during the light pulse over three trials. Angular velocity was defined as the

change in the fly’s orientation angle in relation to a global orientation coordinate system. Left rotations were defined as positive values

whereas right rotations as negative values. Mean angular velocity was computed as the mean of per-fly angular velocity mean values

during the light pulse. Cumulative angular change was computed by calculating the cumulative integral of the angular velocity versus

time curve. Total angular change was computed by integrating the area under the angular velocity versus time curve during the light

pulse. Angular speed was defined as the absolute value of angular velocity. Mean angular speed was computed as the mean of
Current Biology 32, 1131–1149.e1–e7, March 14, 2022 e6
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per-fly angular speed mean values during the light pulse. Absolute cumulative angular change was computed by calculating the

cumulative integral of the angular speed versus time curve. Absolute total angular change was computed by integrating the area

under the angular speed versus time curve during the light pulse. Fraction of time spent in backward motion was computed by

dividing the number of time frames in which flies were measured with negative translational velocity during the light pulse by the

number of time frames in which light was delivered. Percentage of backward walking flies was calculated by defining a minimal

backward walking distance of 3 mm as a threshold for walking activity that had a pronounced backward component during the light

stimulation. Accordingly, backward walking percentage was calculated as the ratio between the number of flies that walked

backwards 3 mm and above to the total number of tested flies multiplied by 100. For Regression analysis of SPARC53 stochastic

flies, each cluster was set to 1 if at least one cell within the cluster was targeted, and to 0 in case in which none of the cells within

the cluster were labeled.

Statistics and data analysis
Statistical testing and parameter extraction were done using GraphPad Prism 9.2.0 and custom MATLAB codes (The MathWorks,

Inc.). All statistical tests details can be found in Table S1. Significance was defined as a p-value smaller than 0.05 and all statistical

tests were two-sided, except for (left) one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank tests performed in Figures 2B and 6I.

For presentation of imaging results, bar plots with dots were generated using the UnivarScatter MATLAB ToolBox (https://

www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/54243-univarscatter) and the shadedErrorBar function (https://github.com/

raacampbell/shadedErrorBar) for shaded errors on imaging traces. For presentation of translational velocity and angular speed

traces with shaded error bars, the boundedline MATLAB function was used (https://github.com/kakearney/boundedline-pkg).
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